
NEVA STUDIO
BUILDING WORLD-CLASS ATTENDED AND 
UNATTENDED PROCESS AUTOMATIONS 
WITH EASE

NICE has been setting industry-wide standards in Robotic Process Automation domain for 
over 20 years. NEVA is NICE’s innovative, fully integrated AI-powered automation platform. 
It unlocks the full power of RPA, combining the best of attended automation with the 
advantages of RPA and AI-based process discovery grounded in real data and insights. It 
enables intelligent process optimization while unleashing employees’ potential to ensure 
exceptional customer experiences. We develop and manage our automation suite from a 
single platform, hold the largest scale automation projects in the market, and are known for 
driving digital transformation across the enterprise.

www.nicerpa.com

About NICE RPA



ABOUT NEVA STUDIO 

With a shortage of professional automation development skills, scaling automation programs to 
reach their full potential can be complex and time consuming.

NEVA Studio equips organizations to speed up automation development and deployment, by 
empowering business and technical users to independently create automations that unlock 
business value. It offers the flexibility, openness, and stability the technical team demands, while 
offering independence and speed to value for business users.

NEVA Studio is a new generation, cloud-based design environment for developing robust 
attended and unattended process automations with ease. The clean, user friendly interface 
enables citizen developers to create their own automations. 
• Users can easily build complex and robust attended and unattended automations from within a single 

environment.  The attended callout design capabilities are the most advanced in the market in terms 
of ease of use and functionality. 

• A flexible tool for users with a wide-range of technical proficiency levels,  drag and drop 
functionality, an easy-to-navigate interface, ready-made (low code) components and contextual 
tooltips. 

• Continuous delivery from the cloud makes new features quickly and easily accessible to all users.

NEVA Studio forms part of NICE’s Robotic Automation and Attended Automation licenses   
(basic or advanced). 

HOW DOES IT WORK?NEW GENERATION 
CLOUD-BASED DESIGN 
ENVIRONMENT CLOSING 
THE SKILLS GAP ENABLING 
RAPID SCALABILITY

• NEVA Studio’s new generation design environment, leverages modern standards (including 
HTML5 and CSS3) and features a slick, innovative interface, and a state-of-the-art callout 
editor for the development of attended automations.

• It features a native debugger, built-in automatic testing, and a layered development approach.

• It’s a hybrid application—part runs on the secure NICE cloud and part is installed on the 
developer’s desktop as a native application. Developed projects are saved locally, for maximum 
privacy and security.

Get first hand experience with NICE RPA free trial edition
Look at the Automation Studio Help Center for quick-start guides and more. 

A workflow in development using Automation Studio

An attended automation callout in development

http://help.nice-automation.com/content/home.htm
https://www.nicerpa.com/free-trial/


BENEFITS
NEVA Studio’s intuitive and easy to use interface gets users up and running quickly. 
This simplifies and shortens development time, resulting in faster time to production, 
and enabling organizations to unlock ROI rapidly from new automations. 

NEVA Studio provides unlimited capabilities for teamwork and collaboration.          
The combination of Package Manager and Resource Center allows the team to 
create, share and update ready-made code. The Resource Center offers a rich 
selection of plug-and-play packages and templates for users to download and use 
within their projects.  

The ease of use coupled with a comprehensive support ecosystem (including online 
help, an expert community forum, video tutorials and free, self-paced training) 
enables users to learn quickly and get themselves started with NEVA Studio. This 
closes the automation skills gap in the enterprise, enabling wider user adoption, 
as citizen developers can independently developer their own automations. Our 
innovative Click-to-Automate feature rapidly enables the seamless development of 
process automations, at the touch of a button, in NEVA Studio. 

Organizations are empowered to manage multiple process automations 
independently from a single tool. 

NEVA Studio leads the market in empowering users to build attended automations 
that resonate with the unique culture of the organization

NEVA Studio’s open framework and SDK enables developers to extend the platform 
with new capabilities and technology.

Get hands-on experience by starting your free trial version of NEVA Studio or 
contact your NICE sales representative for more info.

https://www.nicerpa.com/free-trial/



